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To the President

SUMMARY

In mid-1950, with the Communist invasion of Korea, our Nation's

agriculture began mobilizing in defense of freedom. In the year just

completed we have seen the first substantial fruits of this mobilization.

It has been a year of adjustment to rapid changes—of shifts in

production and in program emphasis.

It has been a year of real achievement.

American farmers entered 1951 faced with the job of meeting
rapidly rising demands for food and fiber. They had to produce

more—but not indiscriminately more. We needed more cotton, and
more feed grains to produce more meat, milk, and poultry. But land

and manpower were limited. To increase production of the urgently

needed commodities, acreage devoted to other commodities had to be

reduced. Therefore, 1951 witnessed the return of production goals

to agriculture.

As the need for food and fiber grew, the difficulties of increasing
production also grew. Manpower Jeft the farms for jobs in industry
and for service in the Armed Forces. Shortages threatened or actually

developed in various materials and supplies farmers need to produce
abundantly. The weather in some important regions was unfavor-
able, in others disastrous.

Yet total farm output in 1951 came close to the all-time record.

The Nation's agriculture produced slightly more than in 1950 and
nearly two-fifths more than the average for 1935-39.

This increased production plus a level of farm prices in 1951 some-
what above 1950 resulted in the highest gross farm income on record.

However, production expenses also soared to an all-time peak, so that
the realized net income of farm operators in 1951 amounted to about
14.9 billion dollars, more than 2 billions above 1950 income, but also

more than 2 billions below the record net income of 1947. In terms of
buying power, farm operators had less income from farming in 1951
than in any of the years from 1942 through 1948. Inflation has not
been kind to farmers generally throughout the country. Prices re-

ceived by farmers at the end of 1951 were virtually the same as in Jan-
uary 1948

;
prices paid by farmers meantime had risen 9 percent above

the January 1948 figure. Despite the record farm production of 1951,
the per capita income of farm people has increased only two-fifths as
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much since the pre-Korea peak as per capita income of nonfarm
people.

Besides setting a new record for gross income and virtually equaling
the record for production, the year 1951 was noteworthy for disastrous
weather. Planting in the Midwest was handicapped" by a cold, wet
spring. One of the worst floods in history struck Kansas and Mis-
souri. Droughts hurt production in the Pacific Northwest, the South,
and the East. Farmers Home Administration designated disaster
areas in 24 of the 48 States, plus Hawaii. The summer flood in the
Midwest called forth a three-pronged effort on the part of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture: relief to flood sufferers; rehabilitation of the
flooded region's productivity; and renewed effort in the long-range
task of protecting the great river valleys against floods.
Because of the damage resulting from drought and flood in 1951,

increased attention is being given to water as a limiting factor in
agriculture's ability to produce in the future. The Nation must be
thoroughly awakened to the knowledge that conservation and wise use
of water is as important to national well-being as conservation and
wise use of land.

The year was significant also because of changes in emphasis in

various national farm programs. Research was directed more closely

toward meeting the defense needs of the Armed Forces. There was
particular emphasis on such projects as flameproofing of cotton fabrics
( for protection against napalm bombs , white phosphorus in bombs and
shells, and other flame-producing agents), treatment for frostbite,

improvement of dehydrated foods and concentrated frozen fruit

products and commercial production of dextran, a blood plasma
replacement product using discoveries by USDA scientists.

Research directed toward increasing agriculture's efficiency and
productivity continued to boost output per man-hour and per farm.
A reorganization of the Department's conservation agencies is

bringing about greater coordination in the national effort to check
erosion and depletion and build new strength in the land. The con-

solidation under one roof of the Department's State and county offices

proceeded with dispatch. State offices of PMA, SCS, and FHA have
been consolidated in 12 States. Nine others have completed space
plans and actual moves will begin as soon as physical arrangements
are completed.
In 1,460 of the 3,004 counties of the Nation, consolidation of USDA

agencies has already taken place. These consolidations lay a new
foundation for agricultural agencies to work together more effectively

in helping farmers conserve their soil and improve its productivity, as

well as improving service to farm people generally.

The Department of Agriculture has long been a highly efficient and
effective organization, but today it is at perhaps its highest peak of
efficiency. In 1951 it carried on most of the functions in which it was
engaged in 1940, plus many new functions, including the Rural Tele-

phone Program, Farm Housing Program, the Point 4 Program, fmic-

tions arising out of the Research and Marketing Act, and numerous
activities under the Defense Production Act.

It accomplished this on a dollar budget about 25 percent less than it

had in 1940, despite the smaller purchasing power of today's dollar.

It did the job with about one-fifth fewer full-time employees than in

1940 and with only about half as many part-time employees as in 1940.
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The organizational structure of the Department has been so simpli-

fied that today 10 program agencies report to the Secretary, compared
with 18 in 1940.

I am genuinely proud of this record of the Department's efficiency,

and I am no less proud of the integrity of Department employees. Our
agencies deal in vast sums of money. Our employees have tremendous
responsibilities. They have dealt with their responsibilities and the

funds under their supervision honestly and efficiently. There have
been a few cases of conduct which necessitated removals from office,

and these cases have been dealt with promptly and fairly. The De-
partment's record can be favorably compared with that of any agency,
public or private, any place and at any time.

A family farm policy review, involving community discussions of

farm programs with a view to strengthening services to the Nation's

family farms, received widespread cooperation from the land-grant
colleges, farm organizations, church and civic groups, and individual

farmers. This review was a reappraisal and reexamination of the

authorized programs of the Department to find out whether or not
they are being fully used, and are properly constituted, to serve family
farming in the United States.

Among the outstanding statistical items revealed in 1951 was the

fact that people on farms in the United States now constitute only 15

percent of the national population. This compares with 22 percent in

1940, and 24 percent in 1930. Not only is the percentage of people on
farms smaller today than in 1940 or 1930, but the actual number of
people on farms is now nearly 6 millions less than it was in 1940.

These facts reveal the high state of efficiency attained by our agricul-

ture. Six million fewer persons on farms nevertheless produced in

1951, one-fourth more food and fiber than was produced in 1940. The
result was that, although our population is some 22 millions larger
than in 1940, civilians in 1951 ate 7 percent more food per person.
Moreover, agricultural exports in 1951 were far larger than in 1940.

It is partly upon the basis of this ever-increasing agricultural effi-

ciency that the United States has been able to build, and is now build-
ing, its vast economic and military strength.

AGRICULTURE'S ROLE IN THE NATIONAL ECONOMY

Troubled times have heaped new pressures, anxieties, and respc ; -

bilities on the American people. Over much of the earth a vast seeth-

ing lake of communism exists, a lake which seeks to push outward and
overrun the free world.

Yet there are fundamental reasons why in this hour of peril the
American people can have confidence in the future.

One reason is the fact that the United States is by far the most
powerful industrial nation in the world.
A second reason is the fact that the Nation's most basic industry

—

its agriculture—is sound and efficient.

While most of the people of the United States take abundance of
food and fiber for granted, relatively few appreciate the role of our
agriculture in the economic and military strength of the Nation.
In some countries of the world as many as seven persons out of eight

in the working force are engaged in making their living from the land.
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In such countries there can be little industry, electricity, improved
roads and modern means of transportation. There are almost no tele-

phones and radios and very scant health and medical services. In the

United States this extreme situation is reversed. Though nearly one-

sixth of our people live on farms, it has been estimated that only about
li percent of our civilian labor force is now engaged in farming;
in other words, one person out of nine. The other eight persons have
been released from the need to cultivate—released to perform other
tasks in the tremendous economy which is the basis of the United States

position of world leadership today.
The agricultural efficiency of this Nation is one of the important

offsetting factors which the free world is able to pit against the vast

manpower superiority of the Kremlin-dominated world. The Soviet
Union and its puppet states comprise about 800 million persons

—

roughly one-third the people of the world.
This is more than five times the population of the United States, and

almost twice the combined population of the United States and the free

nations of Europe.
Yet the United States and Free Europe outproduce the Soviet bloc

in terms of industrial output by about three to one. The United States

alone, with only 6 percent of the world's people, produces roughly
half the world's entire industrial output.
Without the remarkable progress of the United States agriculture

in the past two decades, our present position of industrial output
would not be possible. Eighteen years ago 25 percent of our people
lived on farms. If the same proportion lived on farms today, the farm
population of the United States would be nearly 39 million, instead

of 23 million, a difference of 16 million men, women, and chidren.

Sixteen million men, women, and children add up to at least 6 million
workers. Removing 6 million workers from nonagricultural occupa-
tions—some from industry, others from defense production, others
from Armed Forces—would leave a huge manpower gap in the Nation's
economic and defense establishments.

But this is by no means agriculture's most significant contribution to
national strength. Our people in 1951 consumed per person about 13
percent more food than they did in 1935-39, and their diets contained
larger proportions of such protective foods as meat, milk, and eggs.
Food abundance helps to make American labor the most efficient labor
in the world. Food abundance also enables the American fighting
man to be the best all-around fighting man in the world.
Abundant production of agricultural fibers provides a goodly share

of the raw materials that are vital to the smooth functioning of
industry. Some fibers, such as cotton, are well-termed "war crops."
Cotton is used in making gunpowder and photographic film, para-
chute and plane fabrics, tentage, and clothing. One bale of cotton
1 inters, for example, provides enough smokeless powder for 100,000
rounds of rifle ammunition, over 20,000 rounds of machine gun
ammunition, 2,700 antiaircraft shells, or 85 rounds of heavy tank
ammunition.
These facts indicate something of the role agriculture plays in

defense.

Credit for the successful performance of United States agriculture
naturally goes first to farmers themselves, whose industry, ingenuity

993049—52 2
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and patriotism are surpassed by no other group. With the support of
wise national policies which have recognized and helped to meet the
problems of agriculture, the American farmer bears now. as he always
has, his full share of the Nation's productive burden.

Where Our Food Goes

United States farmers in 1951 had a threefold production job to do,
and they have the same job in the years ahead.
They must produce enough food and fiber

:

1. To supply the Nation s growing military forces with food and
the growing defense industries with raw materials.

2. To supply with relatively good diets the more than 150 million
persons who make up our civilian population, plus enough more to
carry a safe margin in reserves.

3. To support the Nation's foreign policy by enabling the United
States to share food and fiber to the fullest Possible extent under sound
arrangement with friendly countries in need of help.

Even partial military mobilization sharply increases food needs.

Military kitchens usually are backed up with 7 to 9 months' stocks

compared with 7 to 9 days' for civilian kitchens. Men in uniform eat

considerably more than civilians on the average. In feeding 3% mil-

lion military men—about 2% percent of our population—the military

requires the canning industry to set aside about 9 percent of the na-
tional pack of canned fruits and vegetables.

WHERE U.S. FOOD GOES

* INCL. SHIPMENTS TO TERRITORIES AND NET PURCHASES BV USDA FOR LEND-LEASE AND OTHER PROGRAMS

U. 0. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE N EG. 43232 - X X BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

American fanners must produce enough food and fiber for our military and
civilian needs, for export, and for a safe margin in reserves.
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The requirements of the civilian population are also growing. We
ran expect our population to increase at the rate of at least two million

persons a year. Meantime, higher consumer incomes also will increase

demand for food in the years ahead.
Our agricultural export requirements are likewise rising. It is

important that we do all we can to meet this demand, for the Kremlin
invariably capitalizes on food shortages to spread Communist propa-
ganda.

I am very proud of the fact that agriculture has responded to the

Nation's present mobilization needs in magnificent fashion.

About 90 percent of the food supplies of the United States in 1951
were consumed by civilians in this country. Military uses, including
military civilian feeding, took approximately 4 percent. Commercial
exports and shipments accounted for nearly 5 percent.

All-Out Production Called for in 1952

Though American agriculture produced at or near-record volume
in 1951, both the domestic and world situations call for even larger
output in 1952. Domestic incomes are high, and more food is needed
to meet demand and to resist inflationary pressures. Foreign needs,
too, are at a high level, and likely to remain so.

The need for increased production of feed grains in 1952 is especially
urgent. Livestock numbers are high, and feed grain production in
1951 was considerably below 1951-52 requirements. We also need
continued high production of cotton : the carryover on August 1, 1951,
was the lowest in a quarter century, representing only about 10 weeks
of domestic mill consumption at the current rate of use.

The Department of Agriculture has announced production goals
for 1952 major winter and spring-planted crops which, along with the
high level livestock production expected, would raise output about 6

1952 GOAL FOR AGRICULTURE
"ALL-OUT PRODUCT/ON "*

INDEX (1935-39*100) G0AL
"*\li!.

140

130

120

no

100
1940*41 '42 '43 '44 '45 '46 '47 '48 '49 '50 '51 '52

1952 COAL IS COMPROMISE BETWEEN ACTUAL NEED AND PROBABLE ASlLITy

1952 goal is based on need:
I. To feed our armed forces. 3. For essential exports to friendly nations.

2. To feed our civilians. 4. To build toward safe reserves.

* BASED ON INDEX OF FARM OUTPUT

The goals reflect the maximum practicable increases in production.
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percent above the near record of 1951, and nearly one-half above the
1935-39 average. We also announced well ahead of the planting sea-

son the levels at which prices of important crops will be supported in
1952.

Farmers are asked to produce food and fiber in 1952 on about 6
million (iy2 percent) more acres of cropland than in 1951.

The goals were determined in cooperation with State Agricultural
Mobilization Committees, and they follow a close review of all needs
for farm products in 1952. In shaping the goals, special attention
was given to the appraisal of attainable production in 1952 made in

cooperation with the land-grant colleges.

The goals reflect the maximum practicable increases in production
of feed grains that are vital in meeting the growing demand for live-

stock products. Under the greater emphasis on feed grain production,
farmers are being asked in 1952 to give corn and grain sorghums prior
claim over all less productive grain crops. This emphasis is essential

to the maintenance of increased livestock numbers.

THE 1951 RECORD

Farm output per man-hour was at an all-time high in 1951. It had
to be, for the Nation's farms turned out a little more food and fiber

than in 1950 with an agricultural labor force about 3 percent smaller.

For 3 years the estimated number of people working on farms has
gone down every month from the number for the same month of the
preceding year. Altogether farm employment has shrunk by about
l1/^ million workers during the past 5 years.

There were other difficulties as well. Bad weather at critical pe-

riods from planting time through the main growing and harvest
seasons kept yields of some important crops lower than they would
have been otherwise; it also damaged the quality of a large amount
of corn.

'Moreover, farmers found themselves faced with steadily rising

costs and with smaller quantities of important supplies than they
needed for an all-out production effort. In 1951, farmers used about
5 million tons of plant nutrients in the form of commercial fertilizers,

nearly three times as much as in 1940, but still not so much as is

needed for all-out production.
Farmers used equipment in 1951 valued at more than 15 billion

dollars, compared with 3 billion dollars worth in 1940. Except for

such equipment as cotton pickers, crawler tractors, and other spe-

cialized machines, the farm machinery supply situation in general

was fairly adequate. But farmers need a steady supply of machines
and of repair parts ; and production of farm machinery has dropped
sharply since mid- 1951. The full impact of the defense mobilization

program on industries using steel, copper, and aluminum—such as

the farm machinery industry—will be felt in 1952. Production of

farm machinery in the last quarter of 1951 was running about 20

percent below the level of 1949. Farmers' needs in 1952, however, are

estimated at 15 percent above 1949, and repair parts needed are esti-

mated at 20 percent above 1949.

With respect to pesticides, the supply during 1951 was generally

adequate, as production of DDT was about 25 percent higher than in

1950 and production of benzine hexachloride was up about 50 percent.
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However, the shortage of copper and sulfuric acid for conversion into

fungicidal compounds may cause difficulties in the months ahead. We
have urged farmers to place orders for their minimum needs in pesti-

cides as early as possible. Early buying by farmers in many areas

in 1951 was a major factor in providing supplies generally adequate
for the year's needs.

Production, Yields, and Acreage

The total farm output in 1951 was about two-fifths larger than in

the 1935-39 period and about equal to the previous record. The total

quantity of foodstuffs available to consumers equalled the all-time

high.

While yields of many crops were below 1950, due to bad weather,
yields generally were above average. The composite yield index for

28 major crops, calculated by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics
in December, stood at 143 percent of the 1923-32 base, about 5 percent
under the 1948 record mark, but otherwise the highest in history.

New highs were reached for hay and sugar beets, whereas yields for

cotton, wheat, flaxseed, buckwheat, sweetpotatoes, and several other

crops were below average. Oats, rye, and tobacco had higher yields

than in 1950, as well as above average.

The principal crops were planted or grown in 1951 on about 362
million acres, about 9 million acres more than in 1950. Cotton acre-

age was 50 percent above 1950; wheat acreage was up 9 percent; corn,

1 percent; and rice, about 21 percent.

There were acreage decreases for soybeans, down 2 percent; sugar
beets, down 25 percent; potatoes, 19 percent; oats, 9 percent; barley,

IT percent ; and flaxseed, 4 percent.

Total wheat production for 1951 was estimated in December at

987,474,000 bushels, compared with 1,019,389,000 bushels in 1950, and
8 percent under the 1940-49 average. Wheat supplies for the mar-
keting year are calculated at about 1,425 million bushels. These sup-
plies include the 1951 crop, plus imports of feeding-quality wheat
estimated at around 40 million bushels, and carry-over of 398 million
bushels.

Domestic requirements of wheat in 1951-52 may total about 730
million bushels—about 500 million for civilian and military food, 88
million for seed, and 140 million for feed. Should exports for the

July-June year total about 400 million bushels, some 300 million

bushels would remain for carry-over on July 1, 1952.

The 1952 production goal for wheat is 1,165 million bushels. Under
average yield conditions, this would require the seeding of 77,940
thousand acres, or about 119 thousand acres less than for the 1951
crop. A crop of this size in 1952, together with the carry-over and
imports, would provide a total supply of domestic wheat of approxi-
mately 1,500 million bushels, about 75 million bushels more than the
total supply available for the marketing year, 1951-52. The support
level for wheat will be 90 percent of the parity price at the beginning
of the marketing year, but not less than $2.17 per bushel.

Corn production for 1951 was estimated in December at 2,941 mil-

lion bushels, compared with 3,058 million in 1950, and the 1940-49
average of 2,981 million bushels. Production of corn for grain was
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estimated at 2,653 million bushels, compared with 2,760 in 1950. Har-
vest was delayed in important areas by unfavorable weather during
October and November, and frost damage in the northwestern Corn
Belt made much corn "soft" and of poor quality. The national
average price support on 1951 corn was $1.57 per bushel, 10 cents
higher than in 1950. In 1952 corn will again be supported at 90
percent of parity.

A national production goal of 3,375 million bushels of corn is

recommended for 1952. The acreage goal is 89 million acres, 6 percent
above 1951.

Corn suplies in 1951-52 are estimated at 3,686 million bushels, as

against 3,919 million bushels the previous year. Total domestic use
and exports in 1951-52 may be about 3,338 million bushels, 250 million
bushels more than the 1951 crop. The carry-over at the close of the
1951-52 year would thus fall to a dangerously low level, more than
one-third below the level a year earlier and less than half the desirable

carry-over of 1 billion bushels.

The 1951 cotton crop, estimated in December at 15,290,000 bales of
500 pounds, or 15.2 million running bales, is 53 percent above the

small 1950 crop and 27 percent above the 10-year average. The sup-

Ely
of all cotton in the United States for the marketing year which

egan August 1, 1951, is estimated at about 17.7 million running bales.

Total requirements for the 1951-52 marketing year are estimated at

16 million running bales, consisting of about 10 million bales for

domestic use and 6 million for export. The 1952 production goal is

16 million running bales, and the acreage goal is 28 million acres,

about the same as the December 1 estimate of acres of cotton in

cultivation in 1951.

The second largest soybean crop on record featured the 1951 oil-

seed harvest, though the peanut and flaxseed crops were below average.

Fresh market vegetables totaled about 8% million tons, 6 percent
below 1950 but 11 percent above average. The output of 11 impor-
tant processing crops was about one-fifth above the previous record

set in 1946. Output of deciduous fruits was 10 percent above 1950

and 6 percent above average. Tobacco production exceeded 1950 by
12 percent and was more than 28 percent higher than the 1940-49
average. The potato crop was 21 percent below average and 24
percent under 1950.

Meat production in 1951 (beef, veal, lamb and mutton, and pork
excluding lard) was about the same as in 1950, and otherwise the

highest since 1947. Per capita civilian consumption, however, was
about 140 pounds, 4 pounds less than in 1950 and 15 pounds below

1947. Cattle slaughter for 1951 was at a 10-year low, but numbers on
farms increased sharply, indicating an increase in beef output in

1952 and after.

The upward cycle of cattle on United States farms, which began in

1948 after a 3-year decline, continued in 1951. At the beginning

of 1951 cattle and calves on farms were estimated at over 4 million

more than in 1950. The increase in 1951 probably was even greater.

Hog production (number of pigs saved) for 1951 was estimated at

nearly 102 million head, 5 million more than in 1950. The sheep

and lamb population, which had fallen from the January 1, 1942, peak

of over 56 million head to a record low of 30% million on January 1,
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1950, showed an increase for the first time since 1941. A further

increase is expected in 1952.

The poultry industry in 1951 set a new record for aggregate output,

being 191 percent of the 1935-39 index, as against 182 in 1950. Pro-,

duction of broilers was about 25 percent above 1950 and a further
rise in egg and broiler production is looked for in 1952.

Milk production for 1951 was estimated at 120 billion pounds, com-
pared with 120.6 billion pounds in 1950 and the 1945 record of 121.5

billion. Production of milk per cow was about the same as the 5,300

pounds of 1950 and far above the 1935-39 average of 4,403.

Farm Income and Prices

Gross farm income and production expenses were both at record
levels in 1951. Farm operators' net income from farming was about
14.9 billion dollars, 2*4 billion above 1950, but also a good 2 billion

lower than the record of 17.1 billion in 1947. The purchasing power
of farmers' realized net income in 1951 was a little higher than in

1950, but lower than for any year from 1942 to 1948, inclusive.

Cash receipts from marketings totaled about 32.8 billions, 14 percent
above 1950.

Gross farm income for 1951—including value of home-consumed
farm products, rental value of farm dwellings, and Government pay-
ments to farmers, in addition to cash receipts from marketings

—

totaled 37.4 billion dollars, 4.7 billions above 1950.

Total expenses of farm production were estimated at 22.5 billions,

up 2y2 billion or 12 percent over 1950. Higher costs of purchased

INCOME
OF FARM
OPERATORS Gross*

$ BIL

30

i__L

20

10

1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955
INCLUDING GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS, BEGINNING 1933

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE NEG. 47545-XX BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

Both gross farm income and production expenses are at record levels.
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livestock and feed, fertilizer, interest and depreciation charges, taxes,
and motor-vehicle operation expenses accounted for most of the rise
in total expenses.
Farm prices reached a new postwar high in February 1951, after

which they declined 7 percent by September. In December, farm
prices were about equal to the level of January 1948. The index
of prices received by farmers on December 15 was 305 percent of the
1910-14 average, compared with 286 a year earlier. The all-time
high was 313 in February 1951.

The index of prices farmers pay, including interest, taxes, and
wages, stood at 284 of the 1910-14 average on December 15, compared
with 265 a year earlier.

Food Consumption

Food utilization in 1951 was about 40 percent larger than in the
prewar period, 1935-39.

Per capita civilian consumption of food was about 13 percent larger
than in 1935-39. Consumption of poultry and eggs, pork, fluid milk
and cream, fruits, coffee, tea, and cocoa increased during 1951, but
per capita consumption of beef, veal, and lamb decreased.
Per capita supplies of most of the major nutrients available to

civilians in 1952 will probably average slightly higher than in 1951.

The peak year for per capita food consumption of major nutrients was
1946, when the index reached 119 percent of the 1935-39 average. In
1947 the index declined to 115 percent. In 1948 it fell to 111 and
remained at this level in 1949 and 1950.

The Balance Sheet

Although physical assets of American agriculture were 13 percent
larger in dollar value on January 1, 1951, than a year earlier, they
were only 2 percent higher in terms of 1940 prices. Total assets were
valued at $143 billion, a new record. Farm real estate was valued at

$72.7 billion, non-real estate was valued at $48.2 billion, and financial

assets at $21.9 billion, all higher than a year earlier. Farm indebted-

ness totaled $12.8 billion, also higher than the preceding year. Pro-
prietors' equities were at a new record level of $130 billion, an increase

of 14 percent for the year.

Farm real estate value rose sharply after the outbreak of the Korean
conflict in June 1950. On November 1, 1951, the index of average
value per acre of farm real estate was 206 (1912-14 base), 15 percent

above November 1, 1950.

Agricultural Employment

The total number of persons working on farms for January-
November 1951, averaged about 10,340,000, compared with 10,676,000

for the same period in 1950 and 11,311,000 for the 1945-49 average.

About one person out of four so employed was a hired worker, the

others being farm operators and unpaid members of farm families.

Cash farm wage rates which had risen steadily since 1940, declined

in 1949, but advanced again during 1950 and 1951. In October 1951,

hourly wages for farm labor without room and board averaged 73

cents, compared with 66 cents a year earlier.
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THE ROLE OF FARM PROGRAMS
If it is true that the Nation is strong largely because of the pro-

ductivity and efficiency of our agriculture, it is equally true that our
agriculture is strong largely because it is assisted by constructive farm
programs established for the benefit of all the people.

It is history, but history well worth recalling to mind, that after

World War I, specifically in 1920, United States agriculture entered
a period of instability and insecurity from which it did not recover for
many years. Farm prices collapsed in mid-1920, and dropped more
than 50 percent before the end of 1921. Wheat prices fell from $2.50
in June 1920 to less than a dollar in December '21. Farm mortgages
went up about 2 billion dollars, while farm assets went down 7 billion.

Throughout the 1920's farmers struggled against one surplus after

another. In the 7 years from 1922-28, inclusive, farmers had trouble
with wheat surpluses in 3 years, with potato surpluses in 3 years, and
with dairy products, hogs, and cotton in various years.

Foreign markets for American farm commodities were drying up,
but new and higher tariffs shut off foreign demand even more. Major
farm legislation first failed to pass Congress, then was vetoed when
it did pass.

When the depression of the thirties arrived, brought on in part
by the low farm purchasing power of the twenties, agriculture was
simply clutched tighter by economic paralysis. In 1932, net income
per farm operator averaged 80 cents a day. Farm mortgage debt
amounted to one-fourth the value of all farm real estate. Farm lands
were being rapidly depleted by erosion and loss of organic matter.
The price of wheat was the lowest in 300 years, and other prices were

about as bad. In some areas corn was down to 15 cents, cotton and
wool to 5 cents, hogs and sugar to 3 cents, beef to 2y2 cents.

Nine farms out of ten did not have electric lights. The great ma-
jority of farmers did not have adequate credit facilities. No farmer
or group of farmers was able to adjust production to needs, or to

arrange for more orderly marketing of products.
Over 40 percent of the Nation's farms were operated by tenants.

American agriculture, in a word, was close to Nation-wide bankruptcy.
The difference in our agriculture now and two decades ago borders

on the fantastic. It is due to many factors, but prominent among the
factors, are the farm programs—price support, conservation, credit,

electrification, research, extension, and other services. Today these

programs still provide a solid foundation for farming efficiency and
progress. A brief review of their 1951 operations follows.

Price Supports

Government price support operations have been a stabilizing influ-

ence, encouraging farmers to produce abundantly in the months fol-

lowing the outbreak of fighting in Korea.
Despite the declining price trend for some months after February

1951, prices of farm commodities in general, stimulated by strong
domestic and foreign demand, have averaged about parity. In Janu-
ary 1952, for example, the general level of farm prices was 5 percent
above parity.

993049—52 3
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This price situation was reflected in greatly decreased price support
activity. Support extended on 1950 crops totaled $1,163,000,000 as
compared with $2,683,000,000 on 1949 crops. The price support "in-

vestment"—the dollar total of loans outstanding plus the value of
inventories—also showed a decline. The investment on June 30, 1951,
was $1,767,000,000, compared with $3,538,000,000 on the same date a
year earlier.

Net realized losses of $345,599,000 on price support programs in the
fiscal year 1951 were due in large part to the liquidation of inventories

of perishable commodities acquired under the operations of previous
years and to support of potato prices. Losses on dairy products
amounted to $111,000,000; dried eggs, $76,000,000; and potatoes,

$63,000,000.

The inventory position with respect to perishable commodities at

the end of the fiscal year, however, and the termination of some support
operations, indicated that price support losses in fiscal 1952 would be
materially smaller than in 1951. Inventories of dairy products were
very small on June 30, 1951, and there had been no material build-up
as late as November 1951. Stocks of dried eggs early in November
1951 totaled less than 15 million pounds, compared with almost 97
million pounds a year earlier—and support operations for eggs were
terminated December 30, 1950. Furthermore, support of potato prices

ended with the marketing of the 1950 crop.

The long-time realized losses of CCC from 1933 through September
30, 1951, amounted to $1,012,891,000. Much of this loss has been sus-

tained on the potato program for which we consistently and repeatedly
urged improved legislation to correct obvious and costly weaknesses.

It should be pointed out, however, that CCC's losses have been com-
pensated many times over by increased farm purchasing power, larger

farm production, and far greater stability in food and fiber supplies

for the benefit of consumers.
Price support, as in the World War II period, helped during 1951

to assure the abundant production necessary to meet urgent emergency
requirements. In the case of some commodities, such as long-staple

cotton and grain sorghums, support prices were established at levels

calculated to bring about increased agricultural output. For all sup-
ported commodities, the program made for abundant production by
assuring farmers that large crops would not be followed by a collapse

of market prices. This high-level production, in turn, helped to main-

tain "safe" reserves of many commodities, such as food and feed grains,

needed to meet requirements in the months ahead.

The program to assure safe storage space for grain reserves was
continued. During fiscal 1951, the capacity of grain storage struc-

tures owned by the Commodity Credit Corporation was increased by
about 93 million bushels, bringing the total capacity owned by the

CCC to about 545 million bushels. Space for 93 million additional

bushels of grain had been approved under a storage-use guarantee pro-

gram. Loans had been made for construction of on-farm bins and
cribs having a capacity of 85 million bushels. And right-of-entry

agreements with other Government agencies made available as of

June 30, 1951, another 2 million bushels of capacity. The CCC's over-

all storage facilities program, in other words, encompassed about 725

million bushels of storage capacity on June 30, 1951.
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Despite its over-all success, there are still grave weaknesses in the
national priee support program. I have pointed them out on nu-
merous occasions. One extremely important means of strengthening
the program would be by provision of a better method of applying
support to perishable commodities, such as through production pay-
ments. This method would benefit consumers by making perishables
available to them at prevailing market prices. It would benefit pro-
ducers by working more directly for their interests. It would bene-
fit the Nation by permitting full consumption of perishables in

large-production years.

Price support programs have been announced for many 1952 crops.

Wheat, rice, corn, cotton, soybeans, wool, milk, and butterfat will

be supported at 90 percent of parity. Thus farmers know in plenty
of time that there will be a price floor under these commodities,
should demand weaken and prices threaten a sharp decline.

Conservation and Land Use

Conservation and balanced farming are vital whether in peace or
war. Good farming practice is the best guarantee that farmers will

be able to maintain production year after year.

Never before has the need for conservation farming been so great,

or so urgent. Our mobilization program has created a new and
sudden demand for large increases in quantities of agricultural com-
modities. Moreover, our population is growing at a rapid rate. The
latest estimates show that the people of the United States now num-
ber more than 155 million. We are growing at a rate of more than
2 million a year, more than 7,000 persons a day.
Our problem is to increase farm production immediately, and

while doing so to build renewed strength in the land so as to be able
to meet future needs. This is really what soil conservation is all

about, and this is why townspeople have as much at stake in soil

conservation as county people.

The original Soil Erosion Service was established in 1933. Since
that time the Nation has made significant advances in soil and water
conservation. The Soil Conservation Service and the Agricultural
Conservation Program have carried conservation services directly to

farmers in every State in the Union.
SCS provides technical assistance through which complete farm

conservation plans are worked up for individual farms. SCS car-

ries out most of its field operations through about 2,450 soil conserva-
tion districts in the Nation and its possessions.

These districts include more than four-fifths of the Nation's farms
and three-fourths of all the farm land in the country. SCS esti-

mates indicate that perhaps one-fourth of the total conservation job
has already been done. More than a million complete farm conserva-

tion plans have been prepared by farmers in districts with the aid

of SCS technicians. These plans provide for conservation treatment
and use of 275 million acres. More than 140 million acres have al-

ready received this combined conservation treatment.

The ACP, which is conducted through the Production and Market-
ing Administration of the Department—and by locally elected farmer-
committees at the count}7 and community levels—has helped farmers
and ranchers since 1936 restore, protect, and improve: 52 million
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acres of pasture and range by reseeding; 18 million acres of land
through the construction of standard, broad-base terraces ; 2 million
acres by establishing permanent cover on land subject to erosion; 5
million acres by land leveling for irrigation ; 315 thousand acres by
establishing sod waterways ; and 900 thousand acres by planting trees.

In addition, millions of acres of grass have been made available to
livestock, soil losses have been checked, and damage from floods has
been reduced through the construction of 824 thousand small dams
on farms and ranches. At least 18 million acres of land are pro-
tected and improved each year by planting and turning under green
manure and cover crops. The use of phosphate fertilizers to improve
grasses and legumes has increased from a quarter million tons on
about a million acres in 1936, to 3 million tons on 22 million acres in

1950; the use of lime from 3y2 million tons on 2^4 million acres in

1936, to 23 million tons on 11% million acres in 1950.

Under the SCS and ACP programs, progress continued during
the past year in the adoption of soil and water conservation practices

on privately owned farm land. This progress was carried out by
farmers under increasing difficulties in securing materials and rising

costs. Despite such handicaps farmers generally accomplished as
muoh conservation as in previous years. More than 2,800,000 farmers
carried out one or more soil or water conservation practices on land
farmed by them.

Stress on grasslands farming was greater in 1951 than ever before,

even though acreages in cotton, corn, and wheat were higher than in

1950. The Department in cooperation with the Land-Grant Colleges
and Universities emphasized the importance of grasslands agriculture

as a means of increasing production of livestock while safeguarding
the land. We need more meat

;
grasslands farming helps to produce it

without plowing up fields.

Despite the progress of the past two decades, the Nation needs still

greater efforts in conservation and sound land use practice. Gains
from conservation have not completely offset losses from soil erosion

and deterioration. On many farms the soils have been vastly im-
proved, but on many others soil deterioration goes on apace.

Reversing the general downward trend in soil productivity offers

one of the greatest opportunities for expanding the capacity of Ameri-
can agriculture to produce. It is a tangible means of meeting the
increasing demand for farm products currently, and for continuing

to meet growing demands over the long pull.

A reorganization was effected within the Department during 1951
with the intention of securing better coordination of all service in

the field of agricultural resource conservation.

Forest Resources

In view of the prospect that the present national emergency may
continue for many years, our Nation's forestry program must be
geared to long-term considerations. While it recognizes immediate
military and other emergency needs, it must also consider probable
future needs, both for the national security and for a sound peace-

time economy. It must recognize, too, that timber growing is a long-

term enterprise, and that it will take many years to grow the timber
crops needed to meet future requirements.
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The Department of Agriculture therefore has seen no reason to

depart from its basic program for building up and maintaining the

forest resources of the United States for maximum, permanent con-

tribution to the national economy. That program calls for positive

measures, while meeting current needs for forest products, to see that

wasteful and destructive cutting is prevented, and that cutting meth-
ods which keep the forests reasonably productive are used.

The National Production Authority is relying on the Department's
Forest Service for timber resource information needed to administer
action programs concerned with forest products under the Defense
Production Act. During the year, NPA received many applications

from forest products industries for Government production loans or

for accelerated tax amortization for proposed expansions of plant
facilities. The Forest Service has generally reported favorably on
proposed expansions of plant facilities wherever the timber supply
in the territory tributary to the proposed plant expansions is adequate
to support such expansions.
Many phases of the forest research program have been reoriented

to meet defense needs, especially in forest products and in forest

economics. At the Forest Products Laboratory, maintained by the
Forest Service at Madison, Wisconsin, a number of special defense
projects are in progress.

During fiscal 1951, the volume of timber sold from the national
forests was the largest for any year since the national forests were
established. The total cut was nearly 4.7 billion board feet, an in-

crease of more than a billion board feet over the volume cut in the
preceding year.

The sustained yearly output of timber from the national forests

can be increased further. The national forests are still seriously de-
ficient in road mileage needed for proper management of the timber.

Construction of main-line log-haul roads to large stands of com-
mercial timber now inaccessible would permit an increase of some 50

percent in annual production of timber under sustained-yield manage-
ment. Such roads would also make possible the salvaging of large

amounts of timber killed by insects, disease, fire, and windthrow,
that cannot now be salvaged.

A serious insect outbreak is currently causing great damage to

timber stands in western Colorado, and is a threat to all Engelmann
spruce stands in the State and in adjoining portions of neighboring
States. Under an emergency appropriation, control operations

against this Engelmann spruce bark beetle were started by the Forest
Service, with the cooperation of the Bureau of Entomology and
Plant Quarantine, in 1950. Control work could not be resumed in

1951 until late in the year, when a regular appropriation for the

work became available. Another large insect control project, against
spruce budworms in the Pacific Northwest, was continued through
cooperation of the Forest Service, the State, and private forest own-
ers. Several smaller control operations against pine bark beetles

were carried on in California, Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. It

is important that vigorous control measures be taken against forest

insects and diseases. These now cause even larger losses in our forests

than fires.
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The national forests, especially in the western States, also have an
important part in the Nation's livestock production. Last year, the
Forest Service issued nearly 20,000 permits to livestockmen for the
grazing of more than 4 million head of cattle and sheep (not counting
young stock) on national-forest ranges. Maintenance of range pro-
ductivity is essential to the long-term welfare of the western livestock

industry. The Department's program looks to management of the
grazing use so as to safeguard both range and watershed values.

Recreational use of the national forests steadily increases. The
number of visits in 1951 was expected to exceed the 1950 figure of
27,000,000. Many of the national forest recreation areas are being
used far in excess of capacity, and the operation and upkeep of these

areas is becoming increasingly difficult as the pressure of expanding
recreational use continues. Improvement and expansion of recre-

ation facilities are badly needed.
The mineral resources of the national forests should be developed

and exploited in the national interest, but there should be reasonable
control on damage to other resources. The preemptory right to take
and use or abuse public land in a mining claim which the present
mining law grants makes effective land management impossible in

many areas. Many mining claims are filed on national forest lands
each year which, in the opinion of the Forest Service, have been
located for other purposes than mining. Each year adds new evidence

that the mining laws should be revised in such a way as to prevent
their abuse and interference with national forest management, with-

out jeopardizing the interests of the legitimate miner.
The national emergency makes it even more important that we

protect our forests from fire. The forest fire situation in 1951 was
one of the most severe ever experienced in national forests of the

Pacific Coast and Southwestern States. Early in the season, fires

broke out in Arizona and New Mexico. They turned out to be the

worst in those States since the national forests were established. In
California, there were large, stubborn and costly forest fires. Light-

ning caused an unusually large number. In the Pacific Northwest,
because of one of the driest seasons in some 30 years, forest fires dis-

rupted the work of the lumber industry in many areas. Logging
operations were closed down for long periods and a large output of

forest products was lost. In the national forest system as a whole,

the Forest Service fought a total of 9,938 fires up to October 31, com-
pared with an average of 9,906 for the same period of the preceding

5 years. The total area burned, however, was 392,123 acres, compared
with a 5-year average of 219,121 acres. National-forest protection

forces need to be built up to sufficient strength to assure adequate

protection not only in periods of normal weather but also when
abnormally bad fire weather occurs.

In addition to fire-control work in the national forests, the Depart-
ment's Forest Service now cooperates with 43 States and one Terri-

tory in providing fire protection for State and private forest lands.

Cooperative protection last year covered approximately 360 million

acres. But some QQ million acres of State and private forest and
watershed land still remained without organized protection from fire.

The Forest Service also cooperates with State forestry agencies in

the production and distribution of trees for forest planting or for

establishment of windbreaks and shelter belts. The production of
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trees in State nurseries in fiscal year 1951 totaled some 400 million,

passing all previous records. The planting of a billion trees a year
has been suggested as a goal in the program for the needed reforesta-

tion of millions of acres of denuded and unproductive forest land.

State forestry agencies also receive the cooperation of the Forest
Service in a program of forest management assistance to woodland
owners. This work is now carried on under the Cooperative Forest
Management Act of 1950, which became effective on July 1, 1961.

It replaced the Norris-Doxey Cooperative Farm Forestry Act under
which the Federal Government cooperated with the States during
the past decade in providing technical advice and assistance to farm
woodland owners. The new act made all privately owned forest

lands, farm or nonfarm, eligible for management advice and assist-

ance under the cooperative program. During fiscal year 1951, some
240 project foresters aided 4,718 woodland owners in 38 cooperating
States. But only about half of the area needing this kind of assist-

ance yet has it. And on many existing project areas, the project
foresters are spread too thinly to permit adequate coverage. More
than 4,700 requests for assistance remained unfilled at the end of the
year.

Research

The man with the microscope and test tube is responsible for much
of the "miracle" of present-day farm production. Compared with
40 years ago, a man-hour of farm labor now produces three times as
much food grains, twice as much feed grains, three-quarters more
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fruit and tree nuts, and about half again as much truck crops, cotton,
milk, and poultry products. A man-hour of farm labor, in short, now
produces over twice as much farm output for human use as it did
around 1910.

In my report last year, I pointed out that as essential as research
is to agriculture in normal times, it is even more vital in periods of
emergency calling for maximum output and safeguards against
hazards that might interfere with production.
We use agricultural research not only to increase farm production,

to improve distribution, to eliminate waste and delays, and to provide
farm people with more income and city people with better products
at lower cost ; we are using research also in many practical ways di-

rectly concerned with the military effort. In 1951 the Department
intensified research on flameproofing of cotton fabric with encouraging
preliminary results. Modern flame-producing techniques in war make
it vital that flameproof clothing, tentage, and other textiles be used.

The Department also participated in a program to find a more effective

treatment for frostbite. Our scientists cooperated with the Army to

improve dehydrated eggs and Irish potatoes, and with the Navy to

develop a more concentrated frozen fruit juice product. Department
scientists have helped to develop dextran, a blood plasma replacement
product.
Yet it is undoubtedly in "normal" research that the agricultural

scientist makes his biggest contribution. Our Nation has entered a

period in which manpower shortages, a scarcity of new land im-
mediately available for economic use, and a rising demand for food
and fiber give to agricultural research a role of ever-growing
importance.
In 1925, this country produced about 16 million bales of cotton,

using 46 million acres. In 1951, harvesting less than 28 million acres,

we produced 15.3 million bales. Since 1935 corn acreage has gone
down about 13 percent, but yields per acre are up 50 percent.

Research is showing how to step up meat supplies through breed-

ing faster-growing animals-and getting more meat per pound of feed.

New meat-type hogs produce more choice cuts than the average hog.

Recent experiments indicate the possibility of increasing by 50 percent

the daily gain in weight of cattle in the feed lot. Ten years ago a

3-pounof broiler could be produced on 12 pounds of feed in 12 weeks.

Today, 9 pounds of feed will bring the same results in 10 weeks. In
fact, without the research of the past few decades the commercial
broiler industry which now produces about half of the country's

chicken meat would never have arisen.

Research is helping to improve grasslands, and we are learning

that improved grasslands can produce as much feed as corn or other
grains, and with less work and lower cost. In North Carolina., an
acre capable of producing 50 bushels of corn, produces the equivalent

in feed of 87 bushels of corn as improved pasture—with an estimated

return per man-hour of work of $23.09 from improved pasture as

against $3.69 from corn.

Research is also improving marketing of farm products, by reducing
waste and spoilage and minimizing deterioration in quality. Recent
developments include a new type crate for shipping vegetables, elec-

trical equipment for loading delivery trucks that cuts down man-
hours by one-third, and the development of an improved check-out
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counter which increases the productivity of checkers in retail self-

service food stores by close to 40 percent.

But the task of the man with the microscope, test tube, and stop
watch does not end with such achievements as these. Nature never
takes a holiday. There are more than 30,000 plant diseases capable
of causing tremendous damage. There are more than 650 major insect

pests to be controlled, and some of them have already developed
immunity to DDT and other insecticides.

Insects annually cost the Nation 4 billion dollars worth of farm
production, and scientists estimate that we lose about one farm animal
out of 10 because of diseases and parasites. Brucellosis reduces milk
production a billion pounds a year. Newcastle disease can cut egg
production in half in 90 days' time. Coccidiosis in poultry, lambs,
and calves costs farmers an average of a million dollars a week. A new
race of stem rust broke out in 1950 and caused serious damage to the
wheat crop, and another is threatening oats.

Agricultural research obviously pays big dividends, whether it is

preventive research or research designed to increase production. Yet
agricultural research is falling behind with respect to its comparative
position with industry. In 1942, six industrial chemical companies
employed about the same number of research workers as were em-
ployed by the Department. By 1950, however, these six companies
were employing one and a half times as many research workers as the
Department and the gap is widening month by month.

It is of vast importance to the Nation that agricultural research

be expanded and maintained at a level adequate to the challenge
before us.

Investments in Better Rural Living

A multitude of factors are responsible wherever there is improve-
ment in standards of living, whether among farm or city families.

Larger incomes, electric power and credit are three of the prime factors

responsible for the rising standard of farm living since the 1930 7

s.

But "know-how" is also a prime factor in family living improvement,
and it is here that such agencies as the Extension Service and the

Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics play predomi-
nant roles. In 1951 these agencies continued their fine record of

achievement.

Carrying science to people so that they can put it to work on the

farm and in the home continued to be the main job of the Extension

Service in 1951. The 12,642 extension workers bridged the gap be-

tween science in the laboratory and science applied to everyday

problems of the farm, the home, and the community. The result was

that farmers produced more efficiently, made their fields more fertile,

and their homes more comfortable.

Extension workers in the United States and its possessions worked
with 6.8 million families in 1951, making more than 20y2 million

personal contacts with people they were trying to help.

During the year Extension's 3,613 county home demonstration

agents and assistants, aided by other extension employees and volun-

teers, influenced more than 3y3 million families in making improve-

ments in homemaking and family living.
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Work in 4-H Clubs kept up its steady increase of recent years.
Enrollment in 4-H Clubs totaled 1,190,932 boys and girls, an increase
of 5.5 percent over the preceding year.
The Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics continued

its successful efforts in helping to solve such problems of the home as
better utilization of food and textile products. It also helped to
provide detailed information and plans for low-cost farm houses for
use in connection with the loan program under the Housing Act of
1949.

.

The Bureau has, likewise, taken leadership among Government
agencies in developing statements on nutrition and other documents
as part of this country's reporting to the Food and Agriculture Or-
ganization of the United Nations.

Rural Electrification

Adequate electric power is as necessary to efficient farming today
as it is to industry, because of what it can do to help in the production
and preservation of many farm products and in saving labor.

Since the Rural Electrification Administration was started in 1935,
the figures on farm electrification have been almost reversed. Then,
only about 1 farm out of 10 had power from a central station—in

June 1951, it was estimated that only 16 farms out of 100 did not have
power from a central station.

Today more than 3y2 million farm families and other rural con-
sumers are depending upon REA financed cooperatives to supply an
essential utility service in an adequate and dependable manner,
More efficient operation is essential to all farms in the period ahead,

and continuation of the REA programs is vital in this respect.

In addition to their defense-supporting activities in providing elec-

tric service to farms, REA-financed cooperatives are making a direct

contribution to our mobilization efforts in nearly every section of the
country. They are serving radar stations, industrial plants, airfields,

weather stations, and shipyards, in addition to hundreds of small rural
industries where steady, uninterrupted production is vitally needed.
What REA credit has meant to extension of rural power facilities,

it may also eventually mean to improvement of rural telephone service.

There is urgent need for maintaining, to the extent possible in light

of present circumstances, the new REA rural telephone program upon
which we have made a successful and long-needed start.

The REA telephone lending program completed its second year of
operations on October 28, with almost 92,000 prospective new rural

subscribers assured of modern telephone service as a result of REA
loans. About 83,000 others are soon to have modern telephones to

replace antiquated and unsatisfactory ones.

During the first 2 years of the telephone program, REA approved
nearly $49 million in loan allocations to 83 commercial companies and
50 cooperatives for extending and improving telephone service on an
area-coverage basis in rural areas of 35 States. More than 500 loan
applications totaling over $83,000,000 from 39 States and Alaska are
under consideration.

Less than half of the farms of this country have telephone service,

and only about half of the farms with telephones have anything like

adequate service. The modern mechanized farm is in realitv a rural
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factory, with the same need for rapid communications with its supply
centers that the urban factory has. If three-fourths of our urban
factories producing defense needs were without telephones, one of the
first orders of business would be to extend such service to them without
delay. Food is a defense need. Improvement of the present de-
plorable communications situation in rural areas is imperative. The
small amount of critical materials required for such improvement
would serve a far more useful purpose for mobilization or defense
in providing communication service to farmers than if the same
materials were devoted to extending urban service.

The inadequacy of rural telephone service was a distinct handicap
to the efficient functioning of agriculture's production and marketing
activities during World War II. When telephone service is not readily

available, the search for scarce repair parts and supplies involves the
expenditure of rubber and gasoline as well as time. The marketing
of farm products, and the safety of farm homes and families, give rise

to the great demand for farm telephone service in time of peace. The
need is even more urgent during periods of manpower and material
shortages. The possibility of enemy attack, the need for decentralizing
many operations, and the necessity for ready communication with all

local communities make improved telephone service a must. Many
groups of farm people throughout the country look to the REA
telephone program, now in its third year of operation, as the only
means of obtaining adequate telephone service.

River Basin Developments

The Department of Agriculture is presently engaged in planning
the agricultural phases of comprehensive resource development pro-

grams in the Columbia River, Arkansas-White-Red River, and New
England-New York areas and hopes to initiate such work in the
Colorado River area next year.

While the times do not permit an all-out effort, they do demand
maintenance and improvement of our agricultural productive capac-
ity. We hope, to the limited extent possible with the funds available,

to proceed with planning for the development, utilization, and con-
servation of the resources of our great river basins. This work is

carried out by the Department in cooperation with the agencies of the
several States and with other Federal agencies.

In such planning, the Department of Agriculture and cooperating
agencies aim to achieve the maximum social and economic benefits to

local communities, the areas under consideration and the Nation as a
whole through the timely development, utilization, and conservation
in a coordinated and balanced manner of the agricultural and other
resources of such areas.

The Department is wholeheartedly participating in the study and
review of the recommendations of the Water Resources Policy Com-
mission under the leadership of the Bureau of the Budget. The suc-

cessful development of land and water resources can be carried out
only in the form of basin programs which deal with entire basins
and which take into full account all relevant purposes to which these
resources can profitably be put.

As your Commission has so aptly concluded, water is a key resource
to miracles of human achievement. We believe that whatever is
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done must be done within the concept that land and water and their

management, conservation, and use are inseparable. The protection

and improvement of both resources are essential to the future growth
of wealth of our people.

Federal Crop Insurance

The period of greatest risk on the food and fiber production line

from farmer to consumer is the period when the crop is growing under
the open sky and is subject to many hazards beyond the farmer's
control. Federal crop insurance provides the farmer an opportunity
to insure money invested to produce his crop against losses due to the
unavoidable production risks of weather, disease, and insect infesta-

tion. It is a business opportunity with the farmer paying a premium
for this all-risk protection.

While good progress is being made toward the development of a
sound program of crop investment insurance for farmers, the contribu-

tion of this program to the defense effort necessarily is limited to the

877 counties in which it is authorized to operate. Consequently,
more than two-thirds of the Nation's agricultural counties are with-
out any form of crop investment insurance available to farmers.
Where it is available and utilized by farmers, protection of crop

investments strengthens the Nation's farm production plant by back-
stopping the farmers who are hurt the most—those who lose their

crops through no fault of their own. The effect of crop disasters on
farm production is clearly recognized in the form of food and fiber

shortages that result. Its effect on our production capacity is not so

well recognized. Loss of money spent to produce crops seriously

curtails the ability of many farmers to maintain or expand their pro-
duction and may completely eliminate the unfortunate farmer from
the production picture.

Dramatic illustration of the security need of farmers for all-risk in-

surance protection on their growing crops was provided by this year's

disastrous floods which completely destroyed many farmers' crops

and severely damaged those of others. Every year there are areas of

varying size where farmers lose their crop investments from weather,

disease, or insect infestation beyond their control. This year, for

example, farmers in numerous areas lost their crops as a result of

drought, insects, floods, excessive rain, winterkill, frost, and many
other unavoidable causes.

Credit Helps Farmers Increase Output

In 1951 the agencies concerned with extending agricultural credit

continued their excellent record of sound credit service to hundreds of

thousands of farmers. Both the Farm Credit Administration and
the Farmers Home Administration adapted their programs to the

mobilization effort.

Farm Credit Administration

The credit cooperatives supervised by FCA were confronted by a

double problem : lending enough money to finance the increased pro-

duction called for by the national and world situation, but at the same
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time avoiding speculative loans that would only add to inflationary

pressures on the land and on prices in general.

The Federal Land Banks, which are completely farmer-owned
through the 1,200 local national farm loan associations, had outstand-

ing at the end of June 1951, 308.258 loans totaling $974,388,604. In
fiscal 1951 they made 40,379 loans, totaling $205,777,698. The 13

Banks for Cooperatives, also supervised by FCA, made 1,607 loans to

farm cooperatives totaling $509,553,818 in fiscal 1951.

The 500 Production Credit Associations, also operated under FGA
supervision, made 286,619 loans to farmers totaling $1,222,213,553 in

fiscal 1951. The number of these associations now wholly member-
owned increased to 179 by June 30, 1951, a gain of 45 over the preced-

ing year. Cotton farmers, as well as others, this year made greatly

increased use of their production credit associations to help them
increase cotton production. A substantial amount of the credit for

improving pastures and expanding livestock production was also

advanced through the production credit associations and the national

farm loan associations.

Membership in farmer cooperatives is continuing to increase, ac-

cording to the latest available Farm Credit Administration estimates.

Memberships in farmers' marketing and purchasing co-ops reached
nearly 6.6 million during the 1949-50 marketing season, a gain of

200,000 over the previous year. The volume of business done b}T these

cooperatives during the 1949-50 year is estimated at $8.7 billion.

Due to some consolidations of small associations, the number of
marketing and purchasing co-ops declined slightly from the preceding
year's figure.

A significant feature of 1951 was the attempt to place punitive
taxes on farmer cooperatives. Final action was not as damaging as

was first proposed, but the new tax, nevertheless, will limit develop-
ment of small co-ops and discourage establishment of new ones.

Farmers Home Administration

The Farmers Home Administration helped family-type farmers on
underproducing farms to work out balanced farming systems and
increase their output of essential food, feed, and fiber: helped low-
income families improve their economic position and have better
living through better farming; assisted qualified war veterans to make
a good start in agriculture ; and contributed to development of pros-

perous rural communities.
Credit services were furnished to about 120,000 families who had

no other sources of loans to finance improvements in their operations,

land holdings, or homes and buildings, to buy farms, or to put land
back into production after flood, drought, or similar disaster. Vet-
erans received slightly more than half of the $155,300,000 appropri-
ated loan funds.

In July 1951, due to the devasting flood in the Midwest, FHA
designated all of Kansas, 57 counties in Missouri and 33 counties in
Iowa as disaster areas eligible for disaster loans.

About 195,000 families, including new borrowers and those farming
with loans received earlier, were aided in making and carrying out
farm-and-home plans for best use of land and labor resources.
In all, about 275,000 families were assisted.
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Continued emphasis was given the policy of helping families become
established on a basis that would allow them to make most effective

use of their land and labor. Thus most of the 93,668 operating loans
were 5-year adjustment loans planned to create sound, balanced farm-
ing set-ups, and more than half the 5,678 farm-ownership loans were
for development or enlargement of underprcductive farms into ef-

ficient family type farms.
Records of families who completed final payments on past loans

showed that supervised credit had helped them achieve production
increases of 40 to 60 percent per acre. At the same time they had
improved their incomes and net worth and made substantial gains in

living standards. Current borrowers' progress was reflected in reports
of many new farm-and-home practices adopted.
Under Public Law 123, the Congress recognized the need for more

substantial credit assistance to meet rising costs of farm operation
and to make readjustments in farming systems. This law enables
FHA to make loans for farm operating expenses up to $7,000 for an
initial loan, and places a ceiling of $10,000 on the indebtedness out-

standing at any one time. The maximum repayment time is now 7
years. Previously the initial loan was limited to $3,500, the maximum
indebtedness to $5,000 and the repayment period to 5 years.

FOREIGN FARM TRADE

World conditions during 1951 placed heavy emphasis on increased
agricultural production and exports, and American farmers and the
United States Department of Agriculture fulfilled the responsibility

of leadership involved in supplying the needs of other countries for

our farm products.
High agricultural production enabled the United States to maintain

high agricultural exports. Since the end of World War II grain ship-

ments from this country have been very large. Shipments of farm
products abroad were four and a half times as large in value in 1951
as prewar and the second highest since the end of World War II. Our
grain relieved a food emergency resulting from flood and drought in

India. More than 500,000 tons of United States food averted famine
in, and improved our relations with Yugoslavia, the only Communist
country hostile to Moscow. Other large food shipments also went
to ease shortages in Western Europe, Latin America, and Africa.

These exports did not represent mere altruism. Some were provided
through this country's foreign-aid programs ; but large amounts were

paid for, or received on a loan basis by the recipient countries. In
addition to food, the United States shipped abroad a huge volume
of cotton—all it could spare after meeting its own needs—to relieve a

world shortage and assure continued operation of textile mills in many
countries. This did much to maintain industrial employment and
strengthen the economy of those countries. Large quantities of United

States tobacco, which has been growing in world popularity, likewise

were exported.

This country's agricultural imports also were very large in value,

and like exports were about four and a half times the prewar level.

They were somewhat larger in volume than the previous year, with a

striking increase in value because of price increases following the
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outbreak of hostilities in Korea. Other factors contributing to the

rise in volume and value of agricultural imports were continued eco-

nomic recovery abroad and a high level of demand in the United
States.

Foreign Technical Assistance

There was substantial increase in the activity of the Department in

sharing agricultural knowledge with other countries. The Depart-

ment during 1951 cooperated with the Technical Cooperation Admin-
istration, established within the Department of State, to administer

the Point 4 Program and with other Departments and agencies of

Government and with the Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations and other international groups.

Much of this activity in foreign technical cooperation was concerned

with increasing production of agricultural commodities needed for

free-world defense and world economic solidarity. Another impor-

tant feature was the exercise of responsibility for the agricultural

training of about 3,400 foreign visitors who came to the United States

under governmental, United Nations, and other educational exchange
projects.

The first full year of the expanded program of foreign technical

assistance popularly known as the Point 4 Program was completed
late in 1951. As a participant in the Point 4 Program, the Department
continued cooperative activities with 15 Latin American countries and
at the same time broadened its work to include 9 countries of the

Eastern Hemisphere. In Latin America, Department technicians

achieved further success in stimulating and increasing production of

commodities needed to reduce hemispheric deficiencies and raise indig-

enous living levels. Their work centered around the production of

rubber, coffee, cacao, fibers, tropical woods, essential oils, and insecti-

cidal and medicinal crops. They also were concerned with increasing
local food supplies through development of food crops, livestock and
poultry, controlling erosions, insects and plant and animal diseases,

and improving farm practices. In the Eastern Hemisphere, Depart-
ment specialists served as advisers to Ministers of Agriculture, espe-

cially in the fields of agricultural research, extension, and education.

In all, the Department in 1951 increased to 150 the number of its

technicians working in 24 different countries. When this activity is

combined with the technical assistance work of other agencies it means
that the sharing of technical agricultural knowledge with other coun-
tries is gaining substantial impetus. The Department has cooperated
intragovernmentally with the Economic Cooperation Administration
and the Institute of International Affairs in this work and with pri-

vate organizations such as the Kockefeller Fund and the Ford Founda-
tion. Of particular importance was the cooperation of the Depart-
ment with the Food and Agriculture Organization's technical
assistance program which at the end of 1951 covered basic agreements
with 48 countries or territories, and the assignment of a total of 378
specialists to fields of activities in various parts of the world.

International Wheat Agreement

The second year's operation of the International Wheat Agreement
was completed during 1951. It was marked by further expansion in
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membership of countries in the Agreement, and by considerable in-

creases in quantities of wheat moving under the pact. The United
States quota, which was increased to 248 million bushels, was com-
pletely sold by March.
The International Wheat Agreement during the year continued to

provide for participating countries movement of assured quantities of
wheat at generally stabilized prices, in marked contrast with condi-
tions prevailing in connection with the marketing of certain other
major commodities, notably many metals and other products needed in
the defense effort. It thus did much to keep the food situation in the
free world on an even basis, and to strengthen trade ties between
importing and exporting countries.

Department representatives participated in numerous international

meetings devoted to agricultural policy and trade matters as delegates

and advisers, and in other capacities, and assisted in preparing position

papers, data and statistical research material for use in connection
with such meetings. This work included participation in the United
Nations Conference on Tariffs and Trade held in Torquay, England

;

the International Advisory Committee's tenth plenary meeting at La-
hore, Pakistan ; the International Wheat Council in London, and the
International Wool Discussions in London. Department specialists

also participated actively in the sessions of the International Materials
Conference formed in January when the United States, the United
Kingdom and France invited other countries to form such an organi-

zation to conserve, increase, and equitably distribute throughout the
free world certain essential commodities in short supply, or which were
likely to be. Department representatives rendered particularly im-
portant service on the Conference's cotton and wool committees.

Agriculture's Defense Program

Based on the authority of Executive Orders 10161 and 10200, the

Department serves in a variety of ways to help the Nation's agricul-

tural producers meet defense requirements for food and essential

materials produced on American farms and to bring about equitable

distribution of such products.^

1. The Department determines over-all requirements of food and
farm-produced raw materials for the civilian population, the Armed
Forces, defense industries, essential reserves, and exports to friendly

countries.

2. It sets production goals in line with these requirements designed

to guide farmers and others responsible for farm production.

3. It helps farmers gear production plans to national needs and

adjust farming practices to current conditions through Agricultural

Mobilization Committees organized in every State and county in the

United States.

4. It allocates available supplies of food and fiber to meet require-

ments of military, foreign, industrial, and civilian users—imple-
menting this function with defense food orders when necessary.

5. It acts as claimant agency for metals, chemicals, and other critical

materials on behalf of food and fiber producers, distributors, and
processors, and manufacturers of other agricultural materials and
supplies.
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6. It works with other agencies of the Government in promoting
the expansion of plant capacity affecting materials and supplies for

agricultural production, processing, and distribution.

7. It computes legal minimum prices for agricultural products
necessary in connection with establishment of ceilings by the Office

of Price Stabilization.

8. It cooperates with other agencies of the Government in meeting
farm manpower problems.

9. It sets up import controls and, with the Department of Com-
merce, acts when necessary to conserve supplies by setting up export
controls.

10. It carries out research in the fields of food and fiber production
and agricultural economics specifically related to the Defense Pro-
duction Act and other aspects of the Nation's defense mobilization
program.

Agricultural Materials and Facilities

In the exercise of its responsibility as "claimant" for agriculture

and related industries—such as food and fiber processing and whole-
sale food distribution—the Department has worked closely with
the Defense Production Administration and the National Production
Authority. It has developed requirements for materials and facili-

ties—including equipment and supplies—needed to produce, harvest,

process, package, and distribute food and fiber. These requirements
have been translated into such terms as tons of fertilizer, gallons of
pesticides, and pounds of fiber needed for twine and packaging.
Needs for farm machinery, electrical wiring materials, baling and
fencing wire, food and fiber processing equipment, cans and other
containers, have, in similar manner, been translated into tons of con-
trolled materials—steel, copper, and aluminum—and presented as

agriculture's requirements under the Controlled Materials Program.
All of these requirements have been fully supported by the Depart-
ment in negotiations with the Defense agencies.

These programs are continuing in nature. The Department's ef-

forts to procure for agriculture and related industries necessary ma-
terials and facilities cannot be abated so long as the materials and
facilities are in short supply.

Farm machinery and production equipment were generally adequate
for 1951 production. Unfortunately the outlook for 1952 is not so

optimistic. Whereas a Department survey shows that farmers will

need 15 percent more new farm machinery than they got in 1949 and
20 percent more repair and replacement parts, farm machinery manu-
facturers are taking cuts in allotments of materials which will affect

next year's farm machinery supply. To encourage conservation of
farm machinery and equipment farmers already have on hand, the
Department is conducting an information campaign among farmers
to explain the need for conserving items made of critical materials,

as well as ways of making equipment last longer.

One of the factors which has made it possible to meet the increas-

ing demand for food and fiber during recent years is the rapid expan-
sion in the use of fertilizers. In 1940 farmers used about 1.8 million
tons of plant nutrients in the form of commercial fertilizers. In
1951 they used nearly 5 million tons.
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Fertilizer supplies for the 1952 crop year will not be large enough
to meet the anticipated demand, even though total tonnage of commer-
cial plant nutrients will probably exceed the record supplies for the
year ending June 30, 1951. In that year we had 25 percent more nitro-

gen. 8 percent more phosphoric acid, and 28 percent more potash than
in the preceding year.

The total supply of nitrogen available for fertilizer purposes in

1952 will be slightly larger than the 1951 supply, but not sufficient

to meet estimated requirements. Potash supplies will also be larger

in 1952, but some shortages may be expected in some sections of the
country. Phosphate supplies in 1952 will be reduced, due to the
tight sulfur and sulfuric acid supply situation.

The Department has attacked these shortages on two fronts : First,

by promoting more efficient use of fertilizer materials within agri-

culture; and second, by urging industrial developments needed to

increase production of fertilizer materials.

The Department's recommendations for nitrogen plant expansion
are designed to balance the supply with the demand within the next two
or three years. The Department estimates that if the Nation had
produced what would have been desirable in feed grains and pastures
in 1951, we should have needed half a million tons more nitrogen in
fertilizer than was available. On the average, for the country as a
whole, 1 pound of nitrogen, used right, will increase corn yields by
20 pounds per acre, and in most instances we are far below the

maximum quantities that can be added regularly.

Besides this current deficit of half a million tons, we estimate that we
need to add to nitrogen production another 100,000 tons per year, to

take care of increased food and fiber needs resulting from the present

rate of population growth. While this additional production of

100,000 tons annually would actually provide only about one-half of
the needed increase in farm production, past experience indicates that
improved practices in feeding and farming methods can compensate
for the other half.

The Department has worked, and is working, closely with the

defense agencies in planning for increased nitrogen production. We
are also doing our utmost to ease shortages of phosphate fertilizers and
potash.

Other Requirements

Barbed wire and woven-wire fencing were short in the face of in-

creased demand and decreased production. While it is too early to

make a definite determination, fourth quarter 1951 construction allot-

ments of steel, copper, and aluminum appear adequate for facilities

for which the Department is claimant. Facilities for food and fiber

processing for the most part were adequate to handle 1951 crops.

There were no great difficulties in procuring containers for food prod-
ucts, although use of metal cans had to be restricted for other than
seasonal perishable food pack.

To help assure farmers of an adequate number of skilled workers
on farms and enough seasonal labor to handle peak needs, the Depart-
ment analyzes farm labor requirements, supply, use, and wages;
presents claim for labor supplies and wage adjustments: represents

farmers in dealings with Selective Service; works on over-all ways
of obtaining fullest use of farm manpower ; and conducts research in
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labor-saving machinery, facilities, and methods. Many of these

activities concern agricultural processing and marketing as well as

farm production.

REORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT

In February 1951, a reorganization of the soil conservation and
agricultural research activities of the Department was announced,

together with a reorientation of its staff and administrative structure

for defense mobilization purposes.

Under the reorganization the county offices of the Department deal-

ing with conservation are being consolidated, and a similar move to

consolidate State offices is also under way. At the close of the year

efforts to bring offices in the counties under one roof were approaching
the half-way mark, with consolidations in effect in 1,460 counties.

State offices of PMA, SCS, and FHA already have been consolidated

in 12 States: Delaware, Nevada, Ohio, Rhode Island, South Carolina,

Oregon, Vermont, Colorado, Virginia, Kentucky, Mississippi, and
New Hampshire. Nine additional States have completed space plans

and actual moves will begin as soon as physical arrangements are

completed. In other States, as well as many counties, the principal

obstacle to immediate consolidation is the problem of finding adequate
space to meet the collective needs of the agencies.

The conservation programs of the Forest Service, Soil Conservation
Service, and Production and Marketing Administration are now super-

vised by the Under Secretary of Agriculture. Under his supervision

these agencies jointly determine the soil conservation practices and
rates of payment for the Agricultural Conservation Programs.
For the first time, all research activities of the Department are

placed under the supervision of the Assistant Secretary.

Under the Assistant Secretary, the Chief of the Bureau of Agri-
cultural Economics is responsible for all economic research and
statistical activities of the Department and for all cooperative re-

lationships of the Department with other economic research agencies
and efforts. The Administrator of the Agricultural Research Ad-
ministration is responsible for all agricultural research other than
economic and for all cooperative relationships of the Department
concerned with such research. The ARA Administrator also directs

and administers, through officers designated by him, the Office of
Experiment Stations, Department activities in connection with the

Research and Marketing Act of 1946, the work of the several research

bureaus of the Agricultural Research Administration, and the Agri-
cultural Research Center.

We also reoriented the Department agencies for agricultural mo-
bilization purposes, establishing:

a, A National Agricultural Mobilization Committee composed of

top officials of the Department.
b. An Agricultural Mobilization Policy Board composed of the

membership of two existing advisory committees—the Agricultural
Research Policy Committee, which was created by the Research and
Marketing Act of 1946, and the advisory committee to the Commodity
Credit Corporation, created by the CCC Charter Act. Invitations

to serve as members were extended to the Director of Defense Mo-
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bilization, the Administrator of Economic Stabilization, and the
Director of Price Stabilization.

My decision to call upon existing advisory committees to con-
stitute the Agricultural Mobilization Policy Board was based on
my desire to utilize fully the experience and knowledge of the out-

standing individuals who serve on those committees and are familiar
with the Department's work. It was also my desire to use existing

administrative machinery of the Department to the fullest extent
possible.

c. A State Agricultural Mobilization Committee in each State and
Territory.

d. A County Agricultural Mobilization Committee in each agricul-

tural county of the United States and Territories.

In general, the new committees integrate the administration and
operational resources of the Department so as to meet defense ob-

jectives as promptly and efficiently as possible.

The State committees include the chief officials of Department
agencies in the State, the members of PMA State Committees, and
officials of agencies other than the Department of Agriculture who
accept the Department's invitation to serve. Those invited to serve

as members include the State Director of Extension, the Director
of the State Agricultural Experiment Station, the State Director of
Vocational Agricultural Education, and the State Commissioner,
Secretary or Director of Agriculture.
The county committees include the chief officials of Department

agencies in the county, members of the PMA County Committee,
and, by acceptance of invitations, the county agent and a repre-

sentative of vocational agricultural teachers in the county.
Chairmen of State and County PMA Committees serve as chairmen

of the agricultural mobilization committees.

FAMILY FARM POLICY REVIEW

In such times of national emergency as now confront this country,
there is need for the maximum effort on the part of all agencies of
Government to make certain that the programs they operate are

carried out in the most efficient, effective, and economical way
possible.

Although the Department of Agriculture—as any good, operating,

administrative agency should—is constantly studying its operations
from the standpoint of improving efficiency and otherwise giving
maximum assistance to the American farmer as authorized by the
Congress, it seemed desirable that a very thorough study of our
activities in terms of their objective, methods, and efficiency should
be undertaken.
After searching for the best common denominator of objectives

for the programs of the Department, we reached the decision that

this denominator was how the programs served the American farm
family. There are many statements in the statutes authorizing the
programs of the Department, which indicate that the principal

objective of practically all of these programs is service to the family
farmer. Hence, the Family Farm Policy Review was undertaken,

and our objective has been to carry on this study along with our
other work during 1951.
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From its inception, therefore, the Family Farm Policy Review has

been a reappraisal and reexamination of the authorized programs of

the Department to ascertain whether or not they are being properly
utilized and are fully constituted to serve family farming in the

United States.

The Department of Agriculture maintains a standing Policy and
Program Committee consisting of representatives from each agency
in the Department, to conduct a continuing review and a study of ways
of improving our programs, policies, and service to agriculture. Thus
the current Review could well have been undertaken as a routine

matter by the Department, or by the staff in Washington alone. But
it seemed to us that the field organization of the Department should
be given an opportunity to express its views, and in so doing to secure

the reactions of farmers on how the programs affected them. It also

seemed to us advisable to consult the farm organizations, church
groups, land-grant colleges, and other groups interested in the Ameri-
can farm. Hence, the inclusion of our whole Department field force

and outside organizations in the study and review.

We decided to ask everyone interested in improving agriculture to

take a good look at our present programs and tell us if they are serving
the family farms properly, or whether changes need to be made.
For this specific purpose, a Family Farm Policy Review Subcom-

mittee was created, consisting of representatives from each agency
of the Department, plus representatives from several nongovern-
mental groups invited to participate. Membership on the subcom-
mittee was by agency or organization, rather than as individuals,

with different persons participating at various times during the several

months' series of meetings required to prepare for the broad review we
have undertaken.

The National Council of Churches, the National Catholic Rural
Life Conference, the National Lutheran Council, the National Council
of Farmer Cooperatives, the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and
Universities, the National Grange, the National Farmers Union, and
theAmerican Farm Bureau Federation were among those invited to

participate, and which were represented at meetings at which the
study material was developed, and procedures for carrying the Review
out into the field were adopted. However, the Farm Bureau at the
final meeting of the subcommittee, after months of participation,

asked to be disassociated from the project.

All of these groups were invited to send representatives again to

later meetings of our Subcommittee for study of the reports compiled
from the open farmer meetings and discussions at the State and county
levels.

The Review was conducted with enthusiasm in almost every part of

the country, and was successfully concluded. In some areas "family
farm review weeks" were proclaimed. While there was some adverse
criticism from a few vocal groups, there were words of praise and sup-

port from a large number of sources including the National Council of

Churches of Christ, the National Catholic Rural Life Conference, the

Council for Social Action of the Congregational Christian Churches,
the National Farmers Union, the National Council of Agricultural
Life and Labor, and many others. There was especially gratifying
comment from individual farmers.
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Agricultural and governmental leaders of other countries expressed
their interest in the Review as a demonstration of the democratic
approach to domestic economic affairs.

It is the intention of the Department to continue such efforts toward
program and activity improvements in the future. For it is our
belief, as expressed in the Review, that opportunity for farm people

to better themselves and the conditions surrounding rural life can
do for world peace something that great armies cannot accomplish.

Democracy can be a continuing source of hope for the rural people of

the world, but it will not be so unless democrac}^ continues to advance
in rural America. Despite the remarkable progress of our agricul-

ture in recent years, we all know there are still many problems to be

solved. That is why the Department undertook this analysis of all

its programs and agencies to see how services to the Nation's family

farms could be improved.

AMERICAN AGRICULTURE FACES THE FUTURE

The farm population of the United States in April 1951 was esti-

mated at 23,276,000 persons, a decline of about 5.8 million since 1940,

and 914 million less than the peak of 1916 when 32% million persons

were living on farms. In 1916 nearly one-third of the population

of the Nation was farm population. In 1940, 22 percent of the people

lived on farms. Now at the close of 1951, it is estimated that only 15

percent of the people of the United States are farm people.
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Meantime, the total population of the country has grown from a
little over 100 million in 1916, to 132 million in 1940, and to over 155
million in the fall of 1951.

Thus the farmers of the United States today are called on to produce
more than they have ever producd before. Moreover, the need for
food and fiber will continue to increase in the years ahead. Even
without the unsettled conditions of a war-threatened world—condi-
tions which require a highly productive agriculture in this country

—

demand for farm products would be destined to grow.
A probable estimate of what the Nation's population might be in

1975 would be a figure in the neighborhood of 190 million—that is,

about one-fourth more people than in 1951. Under less favorable
conditions, we might have only 165 million persons; under more
favorable conditions, we might have well over 200 million.

Assuredly the 190 million persons of 1975—to take the middle
estimate—will want to eat at least as well as our people are eating
today. In other words, they will want at least one-fourth more food
than is now available for domestic consumption. In all probability

they will want better diets than we have today. It may be, however,
that foreign markets for our agricultural production will not take as

large a proportion of our total output in 1975 as during recent years.

What will be the food needs of a population of 190 million persons,

assuming that they would want approximately the same kind of diets

that we are enjoying today?
Our agriculture now produces about 120 billion pounds of milk a

year. In 1975, to meet the needs of the medium estimated population,
we should need 150 billion pounds. In other words, for every four
quarts of milk now being produced we shall need another, a fifth quart,

in 1975. To put it still another way, we shall need all the milk now
being produced, plus an amount equal to the production of New York,
Michigan, and Wisconsin.
What will this larger population mean in terms of beef, veal, pork,

lamb, and mutton ? It will mean a demand for all of our present pro-

duction, plus another oy2 billion pounds. For pork alone, it would
mean all of the current output, plus an amount equal to the 1950 pig
crops of Iowa and Nebraska.

It would mean all of the present egg production—plus 15 billion

more.
On the basis of average production per acre from 1945 to 1949, it

would take about 100 million acres of extra land to provide the addi-

tional food needed to fill that fifth plate at American tables in 1975.

A hundred million acres is roughly equal to the combined farming
areas of Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and Ohio.

Where are these 100 million extra acres coming from ? The Western
frontier, for the most part, disappeared more than half a century ago.

Moreover, 50 million acres or more now in cultivation are not
physically fit for permanent crop use. They ought to be in grass or

in trees.

Since the frontier closed, another source of land became available

for human food. About 65 million acres that used to produce feed for

nearly 27 million horses and mules on United States farms have been
released from this type of production by the substitution of tractors

and other machine power on farms. This source of "new" land is also

just about exhausted.
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Does this mean that we shall have a hard time in 1975 finding land
enough to support 190 million people ?

Not necessarily : It means that the Nation has a problem to face—

a

problem, fortunately, on which we have already made a good start

toward a solution. The solution is to go more vigorously at the job of
conservation farming.
While the Nation has a land problem, it is not hard pressed for

land as many countries are. If we were hard pressed we might have
to change over to a diet containing fewer livestock products. Such
a diet would be nutritionally adequate but less tasty. With such a
diet we could support a far larger population. Or we might have
to bring into cultivation a great many acres which, under present
conditions of food supply and demand, it is neither economical nor
wise to use.

Nevertheless, the declining trend for soil productivity on some of
the Nation's most productive soil is a very pressing problem. We
need to push harder at the job of rebuilding strength in our land.

Fortunately, our modern concept of conservation farming provides
for applying the necessary practices on a farm to increase production
and to build up soil productivity, both at the same time.

But our conservation and soil building efforts are not programs that

the Nation can afford to emphasize in 1 year and deemphasize in

another. We know from recent history that lime and fertilizer are

translated into pounds of meat and milk. We know that good farm
conservation management pays out in increased abundance now and
in the long pull.

Similarly, our agricultural history has proved that ceaseless re-

search brings higher yields per acre and per animal.
The history of production in the depression and the war and post-

war years clearly shows the relationship that exists between abun-
dance and a reasonable assurance of fair farm prices.

The history of the rural electrification program since its inception
in 1935 demonstrates the relationship between electric power on the
farm and happiness in the home.
The floods and droughts of 1951 plainly indicate the serious need

for a unified, expanded program of water conservation and use, a
program that begins with land and forest conservation to help stop
floods before they start.

Eecent history proves, in short, that American agriculture can be
depended upon to do a magnificent job of producing the food and fiber

our people need for health, for defense, for prosperity, and for free-

dom; but it needs the continued support of wise, effective, and con-
stantly improved farm programs.
Upon the foundation of a strong, healthy agriculture, this Nation

can carry out its role of world leader for peace and for the defense of
human rights.

Chart.es F. Brannan,
Secretary of Agricuttuw.
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